
Component reliability planning presents:
Failed equipment investigations and how it impacts the crews

Toronto Hydro Electric System

Speaker is a...
Power Engineer
Masters in Distribution Voltage (27,000V, 44KV etc...)

Our job is to protect the public as engineers

His job is to determine why equipment fails - kind of like forensics for engineering.

Overhead assets: (visible assets)
Failed remotely operated O/H switches
Failed locally operated O/H switches
Failed wood poles and guying
New initiatives: Fault indicators/faulted circuit indicators

Underground Assets: (not visible)

Information not really relevant - just background information on high voltage 
switch failures

Speaker: Jason Easton
Corporate Communications Manager at GM CANADA

GM CANADA
Canada's largest automaker - 528,000 vehicles in 2010 - 25% of Canada's vehicles

Vision: Design, Build and Sell the World's Best Vehicles

Oshawa Plant makes Camaro's

Canadian Engineering Center
Only vehicle design/engineering centre in Canada!
Focus on innovation research and development including energy diversification, fuel 
economy and vehicle electrification

GM wants energy diversity - to live greener!
Ethanol-

Hybrid-

Electric-

Fuel cell-

Fuel efficiency-

Net income $4.7 billion
Automotive cash flow $6.6 billion
Successful IPO - $23 billion

Chevy Volt
Won every award it has been nominated for...-

40-80km Battery electric + 500km extended range driving (gas)-

Gasoline generator on board-

Charges in 120-240V outlets (4 hours at 240, 8 hours at 120)-

0-60 in 9 seconds-

3 Types:

Hybrid - uses motor assist
Plug in hybrid - semi electric, still uses motor assist
Electric - pure electric; however in Leaf's case, generator kicks in when battery depleted

EV mode - under 110kph primary motor
EV mode - over 110kphboth motors
Extended range mode - under 110kph - Engine powers secondary motor as a generator fort he primary 
motor
Extended range mode over 110kph - All motors run, engine also powers drivetrain

Lithium Ion
9 Modules, 32 cells each
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